Satellites are implicitly completely described by their orbital elements. The conditions for going from the mean orbital elements of a satellite to osculating elements considering perturbations caused by the ellipsoidal earth, and then to celestial coordinates and their rates of change are derived. For belts, it is necessary to fix a point at which it is desired to direct an antenna. This is done by taking the intersection of a right-ascension half-plane, a geodetic longitude half-plane, a declination cone, or a time varying central angle vector with the belt.
CONTENTS
The coordinate system which Smithsonian Astronomical Observatory (SAO) employs is the customary sidereal system referred to the equinox of 1950 and the equator as of the date. The coordinate system employed by Lincoln Laboratory is the customary sidereal system but referred to the equinox of date and the equator of date. In the SAO system the measurement of the right ascension of the ascending node is from the equinox of 1950 along the fixed equator to the ascending node of the moving equator and thence along this equator to the ascending node of the satellite (Kozai, A.J., _65, 621, 1960) . No problems should be encountered by making only a simple correction to the ascending node of the satellite to take into account the precession of the equinox alone (that is, negating nutational effects), since, to within high precision, both equators (SAO and LL) will coincide after the precession term has been built in.
B. The SAO mean elements will be given as 'a function of time, generally having the form b = bo + b x t + bst 2 + + ^AiSinfBi+dt)
and occasionally a term of the form D sin ^ or E cos w to take into account the effect of the third harmonic of the terrestial gravitational field.
Time t in this expression is given by t = T -T 0
and is in days, where T 0 is the reference epoch (that is, a certain Julian Day and fraction thereof) in days.
The outline of the problem is as follows:
1. Once having been given the date and the particular satellite to be followed, evaluate the mean elements (whose form has been cited in B) for an initial time T.
2. From this evaluation calculate the short period perturbations (which will be given) and add to these mean elements to get the instantaneous osculating elements at the time T.
3. From these osculating elements calculate the right ascension and declination and radius of satellite.
4. Proceed to the time T+öT and repeat this process.
Note: It may turn out that it will be sufficient to calculate the osculating elements only once during the given pass. If so, then item 2 above will be calculated this once and then we will assume that bo in the general expression of B is this osculating element and that b = b(t) will be the time change to a sufficient precision for the pass. SAO employs a Modified Julian Date which is related to the Julian Date as follows: MJD = JD -2,4-00,000.5
Calculation of Satellite Right Ascension fa), Declination (6) and Radius (p).
Given the SAO mean elements (as described above) and the initial time of the calculation (i.e., T which is a J.D. and some fraction) and the reference epoch (which may be an M.J.D. and some fraction) to:
1. Calculate MJD of T and then calculate t = T -T 0 .
2. Evaluate the orbital elements:
3. Correct 0 for the precession of the equinox by adding to Q the term 3.508xl0~5 (MJD-33281), i.e.,
(GM is a constant which is to be specified) 5 " Evaluate:
= (^)* {l -% (1 -| sin^i) VT^}* a n ^ p which can be approximated as:
(As is a constant to be specified) The following theoretical treatment is based upon the fact that the same tracking accuracies will ultimately be required of the belt program as are required of the satellite program; and, further, that the orbit parameters will in effect be given in terms of SAO mean elements . If the second assumption is unfounded, the analysis will be simplified considerably in an obvious way since a large share of the analysis consists of going from mean to "instantaneous" osculating elements in a straightforward way. If the first assumption can be realized, the number of iterations required is obviously less. and from the relation that v = u -uu where u is gotten from 10 and from the relations that p = a(l-e cos E) and M = E -e sin E, calculate the values of v and M (which are needed in 6Q and öu) and calculate the short period perturbations of ITP (namely, dO, d£, du and dp) . Apply (i.e., add as in ITP)
these mean elements settled on in 10 thereby determining the osculating elements .
12. Repeat steps 3, M-and 5, thereby determining the contact right ascensions of radar, the times of contact (these are the crucial times) and the arguments of latitude of belt at contact.
13. Using these osculating elements of 11, determine the contact right ascension-declination sets of the belt at contact from 15 of ITP.
Determination of Right Ascension-Declination Values of Belt inside Visibility Times
For a given visibility interval the procedure is as follows:
14-. Jump time from 1st contact by At and update mean elements to this time.
15 . Solve 5 for "upper" and "lower" argument of latitude of belt using the value of p in cos G derived from 11 .
16. Apply short-period perturbations to these "upper"
and "lower" points to get osculating elements .
17. Using these values of the elements, again solve 5
for the "end point u T s". If instantaneous osculating elements are employed as inputs rather than SAO mean elements, the calculations are considerably simplified in that the process is ended at 10 at the termination of what has been designated the 1st approximation series. Further, in steps 1-10 replace "mean elements" with "osculating elements" mentioned, and use "osculating" for "mean" in 14-and delete 16 and 17 which are rendered unnecessary.
2.
In terms of the desired schedules the calculation of 18 is superfluous. All that is required is the calculation of the "end point u T s". Thus the output of the program will be as follows: 
Initial argument of latitude
Upper and lower (u+ 1) u T s at intermediate times .
Final contact times

U,
Final argument of latitude.
li+ The interval AT should be chosen such that a smooth and precise interpolation scheme can be worked out for times and u T s in between these calculated. Thus, schematically we may represent the output in the following graphical form: t u 1st "pass" thru belt possible 2nd "pass" thru belt universal time on J.D.
of interest From these visibility "footprints" or, more precisely, the appropriately interpolated u vs. T outline of the "prints", the belt schedules can be worked out as follows:
A. Fixed Latitude (Geodetic) or Declination Schedule Given: 6 to remain fixed 
where the 6 T s and a T s have the usual meaning of declinations and right ascensions, respectively; that
where cosr is given by (2).
Performing, now, the indicated time derivatives we see that
in which we have noted that: R = 6 R =-0 i e , the "radar" remains on a small circle R away from the center of the earth at declination 5 moving only due to the earth T s rotation cc R .
• ******************************
24-
Hence, it is seen that p can be calculated after some effort by using that which we knew before, for the most part. The right ascension of the site at time T is found by the coordinate conversion program using stored tables of apparent sidereal times. This value is available to other programs of the pointing system, including the belt and satellite programs.
CALCULATION PROCEDURE FOR DOPPLER
p. 7 Section 3, 7
The coordinate conversion program computes during system initialization, the declination (geocentric latitude) and the distance from the geocenter to the radar plane.
p. 8 Section 8, 9
The satellite program does not calculate a visibility zone. Whenever called, it computes the celestial coordinates of the satellite for the time given the program.
p. 9
The method of determining the visible portion of a belt given here is not used.
Rather, when there are two possible points on a belt (as may happen in the fixed declination and the scan schedules), that point is chosen whose geocentric radius vector makes the smaller angle with the geocentric radius vector to the site.
p. 14 Section 1 SAO mean elements are not used by the belt program. Another set of mean elements determined by special purpose programs at Lincoln Laboratory is used.
Only CO and it in this set have first derivatives, i.e. 
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ABSTRACT
Satellites are implicitly completely described by their orbital elements. The conditions for going from the mean orbital elements of a satellite to osculating elements considering perturbations caused by the ellipsoidal earth, and then to celestial coordinates and their rates of change are derived. For belts, it is necessary to fix a point at which it is desired to direct an antenna. This is done by taking the intersection of a right-ascension half-plane, a geodetic longitude half-plane, a declination cone, or a time varying central angle vector with the belt. The equations for determining this point from the mean orbital elements and the intersecting surface or ray are derived.
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